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Abstract 
This paper explores how collaborative workspaces — challenged by the COVID-19 
pandemic to sharpen their purpose — could be reimagined and redesigned as 
spaces for regenerative creativity. It first considers the different meanings and 
dimensions of ‘creating with and for nature’, showing how elements of nature can 
intermingle with the creative process in myriad (and potentially unlimited) ways. 
The paper then reviews the distinctive strengths that collaborative spaces possess 
as catalysts of regenerative creativity, beginning with their ability to foster 
ecocentric cultures within their communities. Grow Lab — an actual space for 
regenerative design and science at Central Saint Martins (CSM), University of the 
Arts London (UAL) — is profiled next to illustrate how novel spaces situated in  
this domain are set up in the real world. The final section offers practical and 
strategic insights into how entrepreneurs, community managers, designers 
and policymakers can develop meaningful and effective spaces for regenerative 
creativity in the post-pandemic city, needing to tackle a deepening climate 
emergency while transitioning to a new kind of economic culture.
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Introduction 
Solar power, wind power, the way forward is to collaborate with nature —  

it’s the only way we are going to get to the other end of the 21st century. 

– Björk

 

The creative challenge of redesigning our material culture, our systems  

of production and consumption, our life-styles and economic systems 

offers countless opportunities for transformative innovation and design  

for regenerative cultures.

– Daniel Christian Wahl

When it comes to work, space, the city and innovation, we are living through a 
paradoxical moment. The COVID-19 pandemic has meant that, increasingly, we 
conduct our work from home and through virtual channels, yet we still value certain 
aspects of the office and face-to-face communication (Nguyen, 2021). We find  
that many of the sophisticated digital spaces we inhabit are gaining autonomy  
over physical places, yet our identities remain more tied to place than we often 
acknowledge (Nordbäck et al., 2021). Further, while many of the classic functions  
of the city — bringing together vast numbers of diverse people to create larger 
markets and knowledge spillovers — can be fulfilled by the internet, we are not  
quite prepared to declare the end of the city or physical places. Rather, we tend  
to wish not only to maintain the cultural richness of our cities but also to make  
them sustainable and even regenerative (Fayed et al., 2020). As for innovation, 
governments seek to accelerate it to drive productivity growth and international 
competitiveness; yet, at the same time, many of us are asking urgent questions 
about the direction and purpose of innovative activity (Mazzucato, 2018).

Why Collaborative Spaces Need  
to Rethink Their Purpose
What specific paradoxes affect collaborative spaces and creative work in the city  
of the early 2020s? And how are these paradoxes requiring creative spaces to 
rethink their very purpose? First, after a period of rapid expansion through the 
2010s, the pandemic and the shift to working from home have led to reduced 
usage and capacity — as well as novel user needs — in the coworking and flexible 
spaces industry in many countries and major cities (see e.g. Foertsch, 2021; 
Mayerhoffer, 2021; Elliot, 2021). As a result of such sudden changes, collaborative 
spaces are having to rethink the value and inclusivity they offer to different types  
of users — including but not limited to freelancers, entrepreneurs, designers 
and researchers — as well as society more broadly. Sørensen’s paradox shapes  
the way this rethinking is unfolding. It suggests that, precisely because we now 
have the freedom to ‘work from anywhere’, where we do work from becomes an 
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increasingly important decision (Toivonen & Sørensen, 2018). Different micro-
locations can make us significantly more motivated, comfortable, stimulated, 
connected and creative than others. As many autonomous workers and 
employees regain their freedom of movement in the city — their ability to work 
and create ‘from anywhere’ — collaborative spaces will need to redefine their 
purpose and articulate their value much more clearly than before, to explain  
why they should be chosen as places of work, innovation and community. This 
will be even more vital than in pre-pandemic times since the home office now 
competes with coworking spaces, makerspaces and innovation labs for workers’ 
and creators’ time.

From innovation as usual to regenerative creativity

Another paradox affecting collaborative spaces concerns the direction and content 
of creativity and innovation. It is clear that, in the 21st century, our societies need  
to become not just more productive, competitive and affluent but also sustainably 
prosperous — that is, socially inclusive, more equal and environmentally sustainable 
(Jackson, 2021; Raworth, 2017; Wahl, 2016). Insofar as this transition to a different 
economic reality relies on new ideas and innovations, collaborative spaces of all 
kinds have a significant role to play: they can support boundary-crossing creative 
projects while challenging those accustomed to pursuing ‘innovation as usual’ 
based on profits-first business models. Collaborative spaces in cosmopolitan cities 
should proactively encourage and nurture regenerative creativity, design and 
innovation (Wahl, 2016) where a key aim is to develop radically new sustainable 
alternatives to current practices, products, materials and services by working ‘with 
and for nature’. 

How digital spaces can undermine the benefits of physical 
places and settings

A third paradox affecting collaborative spaces and creative work relates to the 
changing relationship between digital spaces and physical places. With its myriad 
virtual platforms and channels, the internet allows us to enact and participate in 
various spaces of exchange and communication independently from physical 
space. Not only that — virtual spaces can ‘disembed’ physical places by 
subordinating them to new goals and operating logics (Takagi, 2022). At worst, 
disembedding deprives places of their existing meanings, relations, histories and 
identities. Work teams are compelled to utilise standardised digital communication 
tools, the features of which are not easily personalised or customised to suit the 
character and dynamics of each team. All of this is potentially problematic because 
the human need to inhabit meaningful places and personalised environments 
persists. Also, disembedding may weaken important social learning communities 
that rely on physical places with their rich layers of context and possibilities for 
peripheral participation (Comunian & Jacobi, 2020; Wenger, 2010; Odell, 2019). 
Post-pandemic collaborative spaces may learn to co-create and sustain both 
meaning and learning synergistically across digital spaces and physical places 
through skilful curation, but this is far from a simple feat.

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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Reimagining collaborative spaces through a  
regenerative lens

Against the backdrop of paradoxes and tensions such as those above, this paper 
explores how collaborative spaces in cosmopolitan cities can be reimagined and 
redesigned as spaces for regenerative creativity. We employ this term (regenerative 
creativity) to refer to creative processes where the focus is on creating, innovating  
or designing ‘with and for nature’ (McHarg, 1969; Collet, 2020), in a way that aims  
to enhance living systems. Regenerative creativity often engages various living 
materials and, typically, it unfolds through recombinant activity (Stark, 2009) at 
the overlap of multiple fields of knowledge and practice. Further, such creativity 
possesses a distinctively ‘hybrid’ character in that it involves the interaction and 
coming together of multiple intelligences — human, machine and non-human 
biological intelligence (Marenko, 2021). Our view is that this ecocentric, boundary-
crossing and ontologically pluralistic creative orientation can become a new North 
Star for collaborative spaces in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
 
In the following section, we explore further the different meanings and dimensions  
of regenerative creativity, with a focus on unpacking the many dimensions  
of creating with and for nature. The paper then considers (from a theoretical 
perspective) the distinctive strengths that collaborative spaces possess as potential 
catalysts of regenerative creativity. The third section offers practical and strategic 
insights on how entrepreneurs, community managers, designers and policymakers 
can develop meaningful and effective spaces for regenerative creativity in the 
post-pandemic city, which now needs to tackle a deepening climate emergency.

Regenerative Creativity: What Does It 
Mean to Create ‘with and for Nature’?
Regenerative creativity differs from creativity and innovation as usual in several 
respects.1 This section reviews three distinctive aspects of this creative orientation, 
focusing on unpacking what it means to create with and for nature.

A mindset shift towards ecocentricity

In order to create in regenerative mode, one needs to shift from an anthropocentric 
worldview to an ecocentric perspective (Allen et al., 2019) that re-embeds humans  
in nature and that which is referred to as our environment. Where neoclassical 
economics fixates on the economy and markets — treating nature as an ‘externality’ 
or resource to be exploited — ecocentricity emphasises the myriad ways in which 
humans and societies rely on the biosphere for their very existence (Raworth, 2017). 
They understand and locate the human economy as something that exists as a 
subordinate phenomenon within living ecological systems, the boundaries of which 
can only be violated at our peril (Rockström, 2015).

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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Aligning with living systems and enhancing the  
conditions for life

Second, regenerative creativity requires an intent to bring to the world only 
innovations that align with the functioning of living systems (Capra & Luisi, 2016) 
while seeking to improve the underlying conditions for life (Wahl, 2016). This 
accounts for the ‘for’ part of ‘creating with and for nature’. Those ideas, products, 
services or processes that do not have this quality cannot be viewed as genuinely  
or positively innovative from a regenerative perspective, since, subsequently, they 
will create new problems for living systems — and, by extension, human societies 
— even if they lead to short-term profits. It is crucial therefore to build on established 
principles of regenerative design (e.g. Lyle, 1994; Reed, 2007), transcending that 
which is often called sustainable innovation where the focus is only on reducing 
— by variable quantities — the negative environmental impacts of business  
and consumption.

How elements of nature become enmeshed with the  
creative process

Third, in regenerative creativity, elements of the natural nonhuman world become 
enmeshed with the creative process itself, in a much more direct way than 
conventionally expected or analysed. As suggested by terms such as biomimicry 
(Benyus, 2009), bioart (Melkozernov & Sørensen, 2020), biodesign (Collet, 2020)  
and the circular economy (Webster, 2017), this enmeshment — creating ‘with’  
nature — can take contrasting forms, yielding diverse results. For one, simple nature 
observation, aesthetic appreciation and immersion can serve as a catalyst for deep 
inspiration (see e.g. Evans, 2017). Elements of nature can also suggest specific 
models or patterns to be borrowed or imitated — including shapes that solve 
physical design problems — such as the kingfisher’s beak — that became a model 
for the Shinkansen 500’s nose (Cronin & Loewenstein, 2018). Humans can, 
moreover, engage natural organisms as direct collaborators or co-creators (Design 
& Living Systems Lab, 2021), for instance, when working with fungi or bacteria to 
grow new materials or experiment with organic network emergence (Sanders, 
2010). On the scientific and less accessible side of the spectrum, nature can be 
‘reprogrammed’ through synthetic biology that encompasses genetic engineering, 
biotechnology and other approaches to creating new biological entities or altering 
existing ones.

Distinguishing between regenerative and instrumental 
approaches

Through one or more of these dimensions, processes of regenerative creativity 
engage with elements of the natural world in an active, intentional fashion. Crucially, 
this engagement needs to be embedded within an ecocentric worldview, based on  
a commitment to aligning with—and benefiting—living systems. Approaches that 
instrumentalise nature within conventional techno-scientific, profit-first industrial 
frameworks (Goldstein & Johnson, 2015) would be difficult to count as expressions 
of regenerative creativity. In the course of processes of regenerative creativity, 
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creators can work with a range of biological building blocks (from genes, cells and 
molecules to tissues, organs and living organisms) and larger systems (ecosystems, 
landscapes, ecological niches) as well as with readily available materials or co-
creation partners (such as trees, insects, fungi and fruit peel). It is worth noting that 
bioartists and designers have been at the forefront of experimenting with many  
of these materials, expanding the boundaries—and meanings of—creating with 
nature, and they are likely to continue to play a pioneering role within this evolving 
area (e.g. Melkozernov & Sørensen, 2019).

From an empirical research perspective, regenerative creativity can be investigated 
through collecting and analysing micro-level data on creators’ interactions with 
elements of nature, so as to make sense of how these interactions shape emerging 
ideas and projects. This would be an extension of the networked creativity 
methodology (Toivonen et al., 2020) that has been applied to the study of 
successive social interactions along creative idea journeys (see e.g. Toivonen  
et al., forthcoming).

Collaborative spaces as drivers of 
regenerative creativity: theoretical 
and practical possibilities
In the 2010s, collaborative spaces and hubs around the world became the target  
of high expectations as potential catalysts of entrepreneurship, urban innovation, 
social inclusion and economic growth (Toivonen & Friederici, 2015; Howell, 2022; 
Dovey & Pratt, 2016; Roberts, 2016; Avdikos & Merkel, 2019; Montanari, Mattarelli  
& Scapolan, 2020; Hillgren et al., 2011). In the 2020s, such spaces can reinvent 
themselves and learn how to drive regenerative creativity, following in the footsteps 
of pioneering initiatives such as the London-based Green Lab and the Grow  

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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(biomimicry)
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biology, cybernetics, systems, 

thinking, etc.)

Reprogramming nature*
(synthetic biology)

Modes of
‘creating with
and for nature’

Reconceptualising nature* & 
expanding the imagination 
(ethics, critical design, art)

Co-creating with nature*
(botanics, biology, material 

science, etc.)

*Starred items adopted from Design & Living Systems Lab (2021).↑ Figure 1. Different modes of ‘Creating with and for Nature.’*
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Lab at CSM (see p.13). In doing so, they can benefit from an increasingly high 
environmental awareness within the worlds of innovation and design as well  
as from the affordances of the internet and new bioscience technologies. To 
establish a foundation for more practical and strategic actions, this section reviews 
theoretically how collaborative spaces can enable regenerative creativity. What 
specific advantages do such spaces and their communities possess in the face of 
this task? In what respects are they ideally positioned to promote multidisciplinary 
creativity that works with and for nature?

Collaborative spaces as hosts to ecocentric cultures

The first strength collaborative spaces possess is their ability to develop internal 
cultures that whole-heartedly support regenerative creativity. Such cultures need  
to be built on top of the kind of ecocentric worldview described above—a view of 
reality that emphasises the interrelated character of all life while situating humans 
and their economies firmly within living systems. Although virtually all societies are 
experiencing an increasingly high awareness of environmental challenges such as 
climate change and biodiversity loss, it cannot yet be said that they have fully shifted 
from an anthropocentric worldview, dominated by conventional economics, to  
an ecocentric one. Hence, collaborative spaces can play a vitally important role  
in establishing ‘ecocentric sub-cultures’ where the assumptions and beliefs of 
mainstream society are suspended, allowing ecocentricity and related ideas to 
inspire and guide creative work much more directly and strongly. The role of 
collaborative spaces as sub-cultural arenas has been noted in prior work on social 
innovation communities (Toivonen, 2016), for instance. While seemingly subtle,  
this ability to exert cultural influence is of no small significance, considering that 
collaborative spaces can serve tens of thousands of users daily in many large cities.

Questioning and challenging emerging projects

A second key strength of collaborative spaces is their ability to generate all-
important feedback interactions (Toivonen & Sørensen, 2018) without which no 
creative idea or project can reach its full potential (George, 2007; Harrison & Rouse, 
2015). Such interactions can take many forms and directions, but they are often 
triggered by proactive questioning that constructively challenges emerging ideas. 
Effective questions encourage creators to elaborate and refine their ideas in a 
general (and technical) sense, but they can also decisively influence the direction  
of their development (Toivonen et al., 2019). Thus, in a very real sense, “questions 
are the answer” (Gregersen, 2018) — or at least part of the answer — when 
collaborative spaces wish to support regenerative creativity and guide creators 
towards ecocentric directions. Instead of enforcing an ecocentric worldview in a 
top-down manner, community leaders can ask how each emerging idea or project 
can align better with — and even enhance — living systems, as opposed to 
damaging or burdening them. How can various emerging business models and 
practices improve the conditions that support life, while also generating social 
and economic wins? Could new projects build on initiatives such as Fashion Values 
or Pangaia, the latter a UK-based fashion company that utilises cutting-edge 
sustainable materials while investing in ocean and forest regeneration initiatives? 
Questions like these can reveal new possibilities for creative ideas and projects  
to become more regenerative than they might have been otherwise. Constructive 
questioning is a key step towards translating ecocentric cultures into action,  
creative insight and change.

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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Catalysing collective creativity and co-learning around  
a shared focus
 
A third advantage possessed by collaborative spaces is their ability to spark co-
learning and co-creation where new knowledge gets developed, shared and 
elaborated again and again in the context of an active social learning community 
(Wenger, 2010). Identifying a number of shared concerns can help ecocentric 
spaces structure this learning and co-creation activity. The first and most common 
of these is to help members solve the problems of aligning with nature in an iterative, 
interactive and inventive way. In other words, all members will need to find effective 
ways to create with and for nature by transforming ideas and projects into 
something that ‘works’ in practice. Identifying more specific specialist or priority 
areas is the next step; these could include the development of biomaterials for use  
in sustainable fabrics for fashion or upholstery, energy sources for green transport, 
governance models for regenerative villages or urban neighbourhoods, nature-
based therapeutic services, or regenerative approaches to designing educational 
and residential buildings. Collaborative spaces and communities — whether 
operating as autonomous entities or units within universities or other large 
organisations — can mobilise powerful co-learning and co-creation dynamics 
around shared challenges of these kinds. Alongside these sources of focus, 
collaborative spaces will naturally also be able to help their members solve more 
conventional problems of business, design, technology and human behaviour.

Leveraging knowers of nature to drive problem-solving  
and learning

To further catalyse problem-solving and co-creation, collaborative spaces 
committed to regenerative creativity can also leverage certain kinds of specialists 
and experts to their advantage. Where conventional entrepreneurial communities 
have given a prominent role to the likes of business model experts, mentors and 
investors, ecocentric spaces will want to actively engage biologists, zoologists, 
systems thinkers, ecologists, indigenous thinkers and practitioners, sustainability 
experts and other types of ‘knowers of nature’. Such specialists can act as 
facilitators, co-innovators, problem-solvers and interdisciplinary translators, 
empowering the rest of the community to find innovative ways to create with and  
for nature in the context of their specific projects, its stakeholders and alignments 
with nature. Not every creator or community member therefore needs to become  
a formal expert in biology or another new field of knowledge, since accessible 
specialist support will be readily accessible to them. A knowledge multiplier effect 
will arise as a result, as members share and elaborate the knowledge, technical 
expertise and experience they gain through experts, whether this has to do with 
growing algae to dye garments naturally or collaborating with pigeons to measure  
air quality (see Haraway, 2016).

Incorporating arts and design to explore the boundaries  
of regenerative creativity

Artists play a key role in exploring and transcending the boundaries of possibility 
when it comes to creating with and for nature. Bioart has illuminated not only novel 
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ways to combine that which we call ‘nature’ into aesthetic works of art and design—
it has also helped articulate complex ethical issues in relation to working with living 
matter (see the critical reflections of Birke, 2006, on Alba the transgenic, fluorescent 
rabbit and related ethical quandaries). In some cases, visual art has been generated 
based on natural principles such as autopoiesis (e.g. Goro Murayama) whilst,  
in other instances, ‘hybrid nature’ is depicted visually in fantastical, yet realistic, 
meticulous ways that can trigger efforts to hybridise plant species or simply see 
nature anew (e.g. the fashion and print works of Keiko Nishiyama). Artists have 
shown how the simple act of growing slime mould can lend itself to both utilitarian 
purposes — simulating network patterns that could inform the planning of public 
transport systems (Sanders, 2010) — as well as to playful ends, as in the work  
of Heather Barnett’s (CSM), who has invited groups of humans to emulate the 
developmental patterns and movements of slime mould, stimulating us to think 
about unexpected possibilities for ‘behavioural biomimicry’ between very different 
species. Barnett’s work has directly informed the design and development of  
the Grow Lab at CSM, profiled below, demonstrating yet another link between 
ecological art, design and science. It is clear from these examples that ecocentric 
collaborative spaces should seek to incorporate artists and designers firmly within 
their community, whether as regular (on-site) members or through their extended 
networks. Collaborative spaces can co-organise and curate physical and digital 
exhibitions as well as workshops to engage with artistic works so as to help expand 
the imaginations of their members. 

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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2019.

Carole Collet & Heather Barnett.

Situated within Central Saint Martins (CSM), University  
of the Arts London (UAL) in King’s Cross, central London; 
primarily caters to MA Art and Science, MA Material 
Futures and MA Biodesign at CSM.

Scientists: Specialist Technician (Shem Johnson/
Molecular Biologist/PhD), Microbiologist with PhD  
(Paula Corsini), Bioengineer with PhD (Alice Taylor)
Artist (Heather Barnett) and Architect  
(Nancy Diniz).

Internally funded by Central Saint Martins, University of 
the Arts London.

Safety hoods, fume hoods, incubators, freezers, optical 
and fluorescence microscopes, pH meters, stir plates, 
DNA gel boxes, thermocycler, dehydrators, centrifuges, 
spectrophotometer. (Typically, 10 students visit the lab  
in the morning and 10 in the evening to share access to 
this equipment.)

Slime mould, mycelium, algae, plants and non-
pathogenic strains of bacteria. 

The Grow Lab operates in an academic rather than 
commercial environment. However, students develop 
design projects that often attract prizes or are selected 
for commercialisation. Student projects can also lead  
to employment opportunities.

There is a search for a model of work and research  
that is feasible for staff and students alike and where 
adequate, appropriate training can be offered. A key 
dilemma is that, while students and designers desire 
originality and maximal sustainability, the lab must 
(necessarily) limit its scope in terms of focus and 
specialist knowledge. This tends to produce a constant, 
potentially generative tension between ‘design’ and 
‘science’ within the lab’s community. 

Founding Date 

Founders: 

Organisational context/location: 

Staff composition: 

 

Funding: 

Technical facilities and 
equipment: 

Primary biomaterials  
worked with: 

Commercial achievements: 

Collaborative challenges: 

Case Study: Grow Lab at Central Saint Martins
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Designing spaces of regenerative 
creativity: practical and strategic 
priorities
In order to actualise their potential as catalysts of regenerative creativity, 
collaborative spaces and communities need to translate theory into practical 
designs and strategies that suit their particular contexts. Here, collaborative spaces 
and their leaders are nevertheless likely to face certain shared challenges. In this 
section, we enumerate several common challenges to help inform collaborative 
space management and strategy. City planners, ecosystem builders, business 
actors and policymakers can also benefit from considering these ground level 
issues in some detail as they seek to build conducive wider contexts for spaces  
of regenerative creativity.

 Fostering meaningful cultures at a time of transition

It is not easy to foster a shared, meaningful culture around an innovation community 
and many spaces fail at this vital challenge. In emphasising profitability and the 
ability to scale, many commercial coworking chains tend to produce ‘culture’ only  
at the symbolic, tokenistic level, through spatial and visual design elements (e.g. 
open plan offices, library corners, beer on tap, colourful cafe spaces; see Toivonen, 
2019, for a pertinent example). To some extent, while certain spatial features can 
facilitate serendipity and relationship-building, often too little authentic effort is 
invested in cultivating a shared worldview, values and orientation to innovation. 
Many spaces lack leaders and curators who embody their culture and serve  
as credible role models, exemplifying the purpose of the space in the eyes of 
other members. Similarly, innovation labs set up by corporations or other host 
organisations often fail to define, embody and exemplify their culture. To overcome 
these pitfalls, collaborative spaces will need to develop a strategy that takes culture-
building seriously and views it as an important opportunity to respond to the needs 
of their members and society more broadly.

Finding staff who understand regenerative creativity and 
community management

Above, we have emphasised the pivotal role of various knowers of nature 
(ecologists, biologists, systems thinkers and others) as well as artists and designers 
within regenerative collaborative spaces. The leaders of collaborative spaces will 
need to make concerted, strategic efforts to find and attract such contributors to 
their community, so as to empower their members to co-solve the various problems 
and challenges of aligning with nature in the context of their own projects. As  
stated before, while specialised knowers of nature help community members to 
understand and align with living systems better (enabling them also to pass on  
what they have learned to other, non-specialist members), artists and designers 
stretch imaginations and inspire creators to perceive new possibilities.

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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It is equally important that collaborative spaces attract generalist community 
managers and curators who know how to spark new connections between 
members and who remain attuned to dynamic creative processes. Gifted 
community catalysts will also partake in broader multidisciplinary networks to 
scan the urban innovation environment for further opportunities. Most global  
cities have an ample pool of capable creative orchestrators of these kinds and 
collaborative spaces can leverage their abilities, but they need to be prepared to  
pay them adequately, elevate their standing as a professional group and provide 
resources for continued training. Although even some of the most well-branded  
and recognised workspaces fail to select and cultivate suitable staff to animate 
their creative communities (Toivonen, 2019), ecocentric innovation communities 
can do much better.

Maintaining a respectful balance between different fields and 
diverse disciplines

Spaces for regenerative creativity require the coming together of myriad different 
disciplines to help creators tackle challenges that transcend the boundaries of any 
singular area of knowledge or practice. Equally, collaborative spaces must serve  
as meeting points for different sectors or fields, from business, civil service and 
academia to the arts and sciences. No superior or universal formula exists for 
successfully distilling such high levels of diversity into synergistic outcomes without 
(sometimes uncomfortable and unproductive) friction. However, a working balance 
can be sought and maintained through two mechanisms: first, through mutual 
respect between different disciplines and fields, and second, through heterarchical 
organisational dynamics (Stark, 2009). Figure 2 aims to illustrate this balancing act.

Mutual respect entails showing positive regard and curiosity towards those from 
different fields and disciplines. Any pre-existing feelings of disciplinary or sectoral 
superiority — or inferiority, for that matter — need to be disavowed. Community 
leaders must design their communities thoughtfully, as the numerical dominance of 
any relatively homogenous sub-group (whether from the world of design, business 
or academia, or any other sphere) may lead to domination in relation to styles and 
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↑  Figure 2. How hybrid space is enacted at the 
intersection of different fields (or disciplines) and 
held together through a shared culture or mutual 
respect and ecocentricity.
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Shared culture: ecocentricity,
mutual respect
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standards of innovation. Members also need to comprehend some of the basic 
theoretical and philosophical reasons why curiosity and mental flexibility are crucial 
to the pursuit of creativity (Bohm, 1996) 
 

Working under a shared umbrella

As for heterarchical organising, this simply signals the need for bringing diverse 
sub-groups, disciplines and sectors under a shared umbrella — a common 
purpose. Within spaces that advance regenerative creativity, typically this common 
purpose is rooted in an ecocentric worldview and the urgent importance of tackling 
our multiple environmental crises (from climate change to biodiversity and ocean 
acidification). However, it can take more specific forms and various distinctive 
missions can be envisioned, from spaces that focus on growing food sustainably  
in urban areas to others that seek to pre-empt technological waste or pioneer 
biodesign methodologies. Whatever its local context or specific content, a 
competent articulation of a shared purpose will ensure that highly diverse collectives 
learn to work together even when a common language or mindset are not easily 
found or when creative conflict inevitably occurs.

Conclusion
As the urban world continues to transition towards some sort of a post-pandemic 
reality, the collaborative spaces that mushroomed prior to 2020 face a major 
adaptation challenge. In this paper, we have argued that this challenge is not merely 
one of adapting to shifting currents of user demand and new patterns of work —  
it is equally one of finding and articulating a new purpose. Choosing to cultivate 
ecocentric cultures and advancing regenerative creativity is a promising way to 
develop precisely such sense of purpose. It aligns with the increasing desire of 
entrepreneurs, designers and other types of creators to create with and for nature 
and to receive intelligent, whole-hearted support from a community of like-minded 
innovators as well as artists and knowledgeable experts with backgrounds in 
ecology, biology, circular systems and other relevant fields. Electing to catalyse 
regenerative initiatives also aligns with the intention of an increasing number of 
would-be regenerative cities to transcend prior notions of sustainability and learn  
to “live within the doughnut”, or within a zone that allows for both human and 
ecological flourishing (Raworth, 2017; Ichioka & Pawlyn, 2021).

To be sure, we are not recommending that each and every collaborative workspace 
and innovation community should become a space dedicated to regenerative 
creativity, or that this should form the cornerstone of their identity. Becoming  
a regenerative space will only be a viable choice for a subset of existing (and 
emerging) spaces at present; others may find it more feasible and purposeful to 
adopt some of the features and strategies discussed above (e.g. engaging external 
bioartists and biodesigners to offer workshops that can inspire space members  
to consider how their product or service could be taken towards a regenerative 
direction). Still, we argue that for those ready to seize the moment and embrace  
a new purpose to bring focus to their work and future plans, taking steps towards 
growing into a space for regenerative creativity offers tremendous promise and is  
a choice well worth serious consideration. 

Designing New Spaces of Creativity for the Regenerative City
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Endnote
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1  Creativity has been defined within the field of management and organisation studies as the generation of novel 
and useful products, services, processes and organisations (Amabile, 1983). It is also widely accepted that 
creativity and innovation involve the recombination of extant elements or knowledge into new patterns (Stark 
2009). The way that creativity unfolds and progresses to innovation — moving from ideation and elaboration 
to championing and implementation, scaling and impact — has been clarified through the construct of the 
idea journey (Perry-Smith & Mannucci, 2017). However, none of these definitions explicitly take into account 
creating ‘with and for nature’ and its many complexities. As such, salient definitions align with what might be 
called creativity and innovation as usual.
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